Fraternal Activities During Pandemic Conditions
Although many jurisdictions are slowly reopening, the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic
continues to present a significant risk, especially to persons who are vulnerable due to age or
medical condition. Because the health and safety of our members and guests is of paramount
concern, council officers and members are advised to proceed cautiously as they resume
ordinary fraternal activity.
The Order’s policy for fraternal activity during current pandemic conditions has been updated
as follows:
1. In order to prevent inadvertent spread of COVID-19 by asymptomatic carriers, travel for
Knights of Columbus fraternal activity should be limited to that which is necessary and
required.
2. Councils, assemblies and circles should use electronic tools and procedures as much as
possible for fraternal activity, particularly meetings.
3. In-person meetings should be avoided unless personal interaction is essential and local
pandemic orders and regulations permit. If you decide to resume in-person meetings, it
would be ideal that they be conducted outside. Please note that you must offer all
members the opportunity and means to participate remotely, so that members who are
concerned about their health may avoid possible exposure to the coronavirus. Until
further notice, no member may be required to attend any meeting in person.
4. Councils officers should exercise prudential judgment when planning to resume inperson meetings and events. They must research and obey all diocesan rules, as well as
the current orders and regulations issued by civil authorities. Any activities planned at
local parishes must be coordinated in advance with pastors. The Supreme Council has
created an inventory of resources to assist council officers as they consider whether and
when to resume in-person meetings and events. Go to “Fraternal Operations Webinars”
at kofc.org/training.
This policy is subject to change in response to new developments in the pandemic.
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